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Abstract In this paper, we propose a neighbor stability-based VANET clustering
(NSVC) that can efficiently deliver data in urban vehicular environments. The salient
features of urban vehicles are their high mobility and unpredictable direction of
movement, so vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) communication
should take into consideration the frequent changes in the topology of vehicular ad
hoc networks (VANETs). These technical challenges are addressed with NSVC by
including a neighbor stability-based VANET clustering scheme and the corresponding
supplementary transmission scheduling method. Thereby, NSVC supports fast cluster
formation, minimizes the number of cluster head elections, and moreover guarantees
the reliable delivery of data for emergency messages. The results of the simulation
indicate that NSVC achieves better network performance when compared to existing
approaches.

Keywords Clustering · IEEE 802.11p · Neighbor stability · Urban environment ·
VANET

1 Introduction

Information and communications technology (ICT) has advanced rapidly, and indus-
try and academia have identified the Internet of things (IoT) as an emerging paradigm
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for future ICT convergence [1,2]. A number of communication standards that have
been developed to date can be used to interconnect a plurality of IoT devices, and
these include wireless body area networks (WBANs), wireless personal area networks
(WPANs), wireless local area networks (WLANs), and wide area networks (WANs).
Nevertheless, these technologies need to be customized or merged according to the
service requirements of the given vertical application [3]. Particularly for automotive
services, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), connected cars (V2X), or telematics
are being developed to support wide range of vertical applications including safety,
traffic management, driver assistance, travel route optimization, etc. Thus, a number
of variations or configurations are required for existing communication standards.
Two communication standards, IEEE 1609.x and IEEE 802.11p, have been gener-
ally considered for use in wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE). IEEE
1609.x covers resource management, security, networking service, and muti-channel
operation while IEEE 802.11p provides WLAN physical (PHY) and medium access
control (MAC) layers that can support the baseline communications in a vehicular
environment [4,5].

This paper thus focuses on the network formation for data delivery betweenmoving
vehicles in urban traffic environments. In urban traffic environments, vehicles on the
road have different moving velocities and directions relative to each other, and so their
network topology changes frequently. Thus, a vehicular communication system should
be designed to maintain reliable communication links. In [6–8], vehicles frequently
exchange small messages to their neighbors or with adjacent infrastructure to retain
the quality of wireless links. Vinel et al. [9] proposed a long-term evolution (LTE)-
based vehicular communication scheme that provides a reliable communication link
and in addition, enlarges the service coverage. However, this scheme is not suitable for
use in a real environment due to the high cost of LTE access. Jarupan et al. [10] pro-
posed infrastructure-based vehicular communicationwhere vehicles can communicate
using roadside infrastructure without additional costs. This scheme highly dependent
on fixed infrastructure, and thus involves high overhead due to the necessity to re-
connect to the infrastructure. Cluster-based network formation approaches have been
mainly discussed in the literature to address the cost and infrastructure-dependency in
vehicular environments. Lin et al. [11] proposed a lowest ID-based clustering scheme,
but it suffers from the clustering overhead due to the frequent re-election of the clus-
ter head (CH) because it does not consider the mobility of vehicles. Basu et al. [12]
proposed a more efficient clustering scheme that uses the relative mobility between
the neighboring vehicles. This scheme uses a clustering period with a fixed size that
might degrade the network performance.

In this paper, we propose a neighbor stability-based VANET clustering (NSVC) for
an urban vehicular environment. This seeks to address the aforementioned problems
by implementing two main mechanisms: (1) neighbor stability-based clustering to
minimize the number of changes in topology and the delay in cluster formation, and
(2) classified transmission scheduling to support the fast transmission of emergency
messages. The former uses the rate of change for the number of neighbors, which
is named as the neighbor stability (NS), to make a decision of whether or not to
execute the new CH election procedure. The latter uses polling-based channel access
to guarantee the successful transmission of high-priority data.
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We then evaluate the performance ofNSVCbycomparing it against those of existing
schemes [11,12]where the lowest ID and relativemobility are considered as criteria for
CH election under a fixed clustering period. Simulations are then conducted in various
traffic scenarios (e.g., varying the maximum velocity, numbers of vehicles, packet
size). The result indicates that NSVC can achieve an improvement in performance
in terms of CH lifetime, rate of the CH changes, overall network throughput, and
end-to-end latency.

In the following section, we illustrate the design and the performance of our work
in further details.

2 System model

The salient features ofVANET, including the highmobility and unpredictable direction
of movement, cause frequent changes in the topology and network disconnections. To
solve these problems, a clustered network structure has been generally considered for
use in a VANET because it provides more reliable connectivity for a group of vehicles
[13,14]. Figure 1 shows the general system architecture for vehicular services and
communications using VANET where cluster members (CMs) communicate with
their designated CH, and the CH can be connected to the service provider, traffic
surveillance center, or even general users via the Internet. The CH plays a role as a
network coordinator. It specifically carries out the initiation, termination, routing, and
scheduling for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications.Moreover, it communicates
with the infrastructure on behalf of the CMs in vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) usage
scenarios.

In this paper, we assume an urban vehicular environment where a number of vehi-
cles move with a different velocity and direction and where the structure of the road

Fig. 1 System architecture for general vehicular service scenarios
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Fig. 2 Example of cluster-based vehicular system model in an urban area

is also complicated. As a result, the network topology changes and disconnections
occur frequently between the vehicles. This phenomenon is very critical for V2X
communication services.

Figure 2 shows the cluster-based vehicular system model for an urban environment
that is considered in this work. It consists of a set of infrastructure devices, which are
named roadside units (RSUs), and a set of vehicles, named onboard units (OBUs), that
move in different directions on a two-lane road in an urban traffic scenario.We assume
that the vehicles move in exactly the opposite directions on the two-lane road with
different velocities. When the vehicles reach an intersection, they wait for a certain
time to avoid collisions with other vehicles. For communications, we consider that
vehicles (i.e., OBUs) communicate with one-hop neighbor vehicles or infrastructure
(i.e., RSUs) through a single channel, and they are equipped with multiple onboard
equipment to support various forms of communication [15,16].

3 Design of the NSVC

The NSVC is designed to provide reliable V2X (i.e., V2V and V2I communications)
connectivity to vehicles in an urban traffic environment. To this end, we propose two
main mechanisms that are implemented in the NSVC: (1) neighbor stability-based
clustering that minimizes the number of changes in topology and the delay in cluster
formation, and (2) classified transmission scheduling that supports fast transmissions
for emergency messages, such as an eCall [17,18].

3.1 Superframe structure

Figure 3 shows the time-partitioned superframe structure of the NSVC that is
composed with a beacon period (BP), clustering period (CP), high-priority data trans-
mission period (HPDP), and general data transmission period (GDP). The duration of
the superframe changes dynamically according to the traffic conditions. At the begin-
ning of the superframe, each of the vehicles broadcasts a beacon frame that informs a
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Fig. 3 NSVC superframe structure

one-hop neighbor vehicle of its existence in the carrier sense multiple access with col-
lision avoidance (CSMA/CA) manner through the use of BP. With this beacon frame
exchange, every vehicle is assumed to be synchronized to each other. CP is the control
period where vehicles exchange control messages to set up a cluster, and as shown in
Fig. 3, the CP is divided into two sub-periods: clustering decision (CD) and clustering
control (CC). In the CD sub-period, the CH determines whether or not to execute a
new CH election procedure, and CC is the duration to elect the new CH or mainte-
nance of the cluster. Both HPDP and the GDP periods are the data periods for actual
data delivery. The data transmission in the HPDP is limited to emergency messages,
such as an eCall, and it guarantees their successful transmission using polling-based
communication. Unlike HPDP, the GDP period accommodates all types of data. Vehi-
cles can use GDP to communicate with each other in a contention-based CSMA/CA
manner [19–21].

3.2 Neighbor stability-based clustering

As previously mentioned, the CP consists of two sub-periods: CD and CC. During
CD, which is sub-period with fixed length, the existing CH determines whether or not
to execute the new CH election procedure, and this consequently affects the length of
the following CC sub-period. The flowchart in Fig. 4 shows the clustering decision
procedure. Thenotionof ‘neighbor stability (NS)’ is used tomake adecisionofwhether
or not to execute the new CH election procedure. During BP, the old CH counts the
number of incoming/outgoing vehicles into/from its own cluster, respectively, and
calculates the rate of change for the number of neighbors, the NS value, which can be
obtained as follows:

NSi (t) = Incomingi (t) + Outgoingi (t)

Ni (t − 1)

where NSi (t) is the NS value for vehicle ID i at the current beacon inter-
val, Incomingi (t) and Outgoingi (t) are the number of incoming/outgoing vehicles
into/from its own cluster coverage for vehicle ID i , and Ni (t − 1) denotes the number
of neighbors in the previous beacon interval. In the CD sub-period, the CH vehicle
of the previous beacon interval selectively broadcasts two types of messages, a new
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Fig. 4 Clustering decision procedure

CH elect (New_ch_elec) or an old CH retain (Old_ch_ret), depending on the decision
that has been made. If the NSi (t) exceeds a pre-determined threshold, the old CH
broadcasts a New_ch_elec message to its CM vehicles, and otherwise broadcasts an
Old_ch_ret message. According to the decision of the CH, all vehicles within a cluster
select two length types for the subsequent CC sub-period: Long-type CC and Short-
typeCC.When the CMvehicles receive a New_ch_elec message from the existing CH
vehicle, they set their CC period to Long-type to elect the new CH vehicle. If none of
the messages have been received during a certain time limit, the CC period is also set
to a Long-type for the same reason. Meanwhile, the reception of Old_ch_ret message
means that the old CH vehicle of the previous beacon interval continues as a CH in
the current beacon interval. Thus, in this case, the CC period is set to Short-type only
for the cluster association of the newly entering vehicles.

Figure 5 shows the CH election procedure in further detail. Upon receiving the
New_ch_elecmessage, the vehicles start theCHelection procedure during theCC sub-
period. First, each vehicle calculates its own NSi (t) value and composes a neighbor
vehicle table (NVT). The NVT entry includes the vehicle ID, CH ID, direction of
motion, and the NS value. Each vehicle advertises its NVT with a HELLO message
and updates it. This updated NVT information is then used by the vehicles to start
to compose a new cluster. The NS values of its own NVT are taken into account
for the vehicle with the lowest NS value to announce itself as a new CH and then
broadcast a Ready-to-Clustering (RTC) message to its neighbors. Upon receiving the
RTC, the vehicle responds to the CH with a Request-to-Join (RTJ) message. In the
case where multiple RTCs are received, it responds to the CH that has the lowest
NS value. In the case where the NSs are the same, it selects the one with the lowest
ID. Finally, the new CH broadcasts a response to its CM vehicles and terminates the
CH election procedure. After the cluster formation is terminated, the CH informs the
infrastructure of the cluster information, including the CH ID and CM IDs. When
the infrastructure has received the cluster information from the CH, it updates its
own cluster information. Then, the infrastructure communicates with the CH using
contention-based CSMA/CA.
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Fig. 5 Cluster head (CH) election procedure

Meanwhile, when theOld_ch_retmessage is received, the old CHvehicle continues
as a CH, and only vehicles that are newly incoming initiate the cluster formation
procedure by sending RTJ to the old CH.

The operational example to elect the CH election is shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1.
Both vehicles 1 and 10 are first selected as the CH. Although vehicle 6 has the same
NS value as vehicles 1 and 10, it cannot be a CH because it has a higher ID than vehicle
1. The remaining vehicles (i.e., ID 3, 4, and 8) re-broadcast a ‘Hello’ message and set
in the same manner. Consequently, vehicles 1, 3, and 10 are selected as the CH.

3.3 Classified transmission scheduling

To support fast data delivery for emergency messages, such as an eCall, NSVC uses
classified transmission scheduling. In NSVC, vehicles with emergency data transmit
their data in theHPDPwithin a beacon interval (as shown in Fig. 3) using polling-based
channel access. Figure 7 shows the data transmission in the HPDP. At the beginning of
theHPDP, theCHperiodically broadcasts theEmergencyDiscovery (E-Disc)message,
designating a specific moving direction to check whether emergency data exist and
need to be sent.When receiving an E-Discmessage, the CMvehicles check themoving
direction of the E-Disc and try to transmit its emergency data there is a match. When
HPDP has finished, the GDP period starts for general data transmission.
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Fig. 6 Example of the cluster head (CH) election

Table 1 Example of neighbor
vehicles’ mobility value

Vehicle ID NS Vehicle ID NS

1 0 6 0

2 0.25 7 1

3 0.2 8 0.6

4 0.4 9 0.3

5 1 10 0

4 Performance evaluation

We evaluated the performance of NSVC by conducting experimental simulations. We
consider the various performance metrics of a network running NSVC and compare
them to those of existing schemes, such as, MOBIC [11] and LID [12]. In this section,
we first present the setting and the configuration of the simulation. We then present
the results that were obtained in further detail.

4.1 Setting and configuration

In the simulation, we consider the urban traffic scenarios on a 4 × 4 grid-type lay-
out. Figure 8 shows the overall layout of the simulation, which includes the possible
coordinates for the initial positions of the vehicles [22,23]. This specifically consists
of sixteen identical square blocks, with five vertical and horizontal traffic roads that,
respectively, surround the blocks. Except for the corner of the overall layout, which
is set to a single-lane road, a two-lane road is used in our simulation scenario. The
direction of the vehicles in the two-lane road is exactly the opposite, and traffic keeps
to the right of the two-lane road. To set the initial position of the vehicle, we randomly
select the discrete coordinate (x, y) of the traffic without duplication [24]. For V2I
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Fig. 7 Procedure for emergency data transmission

Fig. 8 Overall layout of the urban traffic scenarios

communication, we place the infrastructure on the upper left and in the bottom right
corners of each block. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 2, and the vehi-
cle mobility is applied by assuming that vehicles move at a velocity between 10 and
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Table 2 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

PHY model IEEE 802.11p Field size 1000 × 1000m2

Maximum vehicle
velocity

10 ∼ 60 km/h Traffic application CBR

Simulation time 100 s Number of vehicles 10 ∼ 100

Transmission range 250 m Beacon interval 100 ms

Control packet size 256 bits Packet size 300, 600 bytes

Data rate 6 Mbps ACK 129 bits

Slot time 13µs PHY header 192 bits

SIFS 32µs MAC header 256 bits

Clustering period 30 ms Emergency message 512 bits

High-priority data
transmission
period

10 ms Clustering decision period 10 ms

Table 3 CSMA-specific parameters

Access category CWmin CWmax AIFS µs Type of message

AC_VO 3 7 58 Emergency

AV_BE 15 1023 110 General

60 km/h in a field of 1000 × 1000m2. If the maximum velocity is 30, the velocity
between 10 and 30 is randomly assigned to the vehicles. We further assume a 250-m
transmission range, 100 ms beacon interval, 6 Mbps data rate, and constant bit rate
(CBR) traffic.

The NSVC is implemented over the IEEE 802.11p PHY layer model. Since
IEEE802.11p supports four different access categories, CSMA-specific parameters
such as CWmin, CWmax and arbitration interframe space (AIFS) are configured, as
shown in Table 3 [25]. In the simulation, the access categories for the voice traf-
fic (i.e., the highest priority) and the best effort traffic are used for emergency data
transmission and general data transmissions, respectively.

4.2 Simulation results

Figure 9 shows the average CH lifetime according to the variations in the maximum
velocity. Overall, the CH lifetime decreases as the maximum velocity increases, and
a large deviation in the velocities causes a frequent change of neighbors, which leads
to the re-election of the CH. NSVC exhibits a longer lifetime relative to others since it
elects the vehicle with the lowest NS as the CH. Thus, the old CH that has the lowest
NS retains its own CH position. On the other hand, the LID and MOBIC elect the
CH using the vehicle ID and the aggregated relative mobility as criterion, respectively
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Fig. 9 Average cluster head lifetime for a variation in the maximum velocity

Fig. 10 Average rate of the cluster head change for a variation in the maximum velocity

[11,12]. Therefore, the CH should be re-elected more frequently. When the maximum
velocity is 30 km/h, the average NSVC lifetime is approximately 30 and 69 % longer
than MOBIC and LID, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the average rate of cluster head changes per second. The average
rate for the CH change is proportional to the inverse of the CH lifetime. Thus, the
average rate of the CH change increases when the maximum velocity increases. In this
figure, theNSVC canmaintain the CH for a longer timewhen compared to theMOBIC
andLID, andCH ismore frequently re-elected as themaximumvelocity increases. The
average rates of the CH change for NSVC, MOBIC and LID are 0.10, 0.11 and 0.12,
respectively, when the maximum velocity is 10 km/h. When the maximum velocity
increases to 30 km/h, the results for each scheme increase to 0.27, 0.35 and 0.43,
respectively.
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Fig. 11 Overall throughput for a varying number of vehicles (300 bytes packet)

Fig. 12 Average length of clustering period for a variation in the maximum velocity

Figure 11 shows the overall throughput when the number of vehicles varies with
a 300 bytes packet. In this experiment, the maximum velocity is set to 30 km/h, and
all vehicles transmit a packet every 1.25 ms. The overall throughput increases when
the number of vehicles increases, and when the number of vehicles increases from
40 to 80, the overall throughput of the NSVC, MOBIC and LID increases from 54.6
to 115.3 Mbps, from 48.2 to 101.7 Mbps and from 47.2 to 98.7 Mbps, respectively.
As a result, NSVC achieves a higher throughput than MOBIC and LID because the
CH running NSVC conducts a CH election procedure only when needed. If the CH
election procedure is not executed during the CP, NSVC can spend more time on
the data transmission. For further clarification, we measure the average CP length, as
shown in Fig. 12. The increase in the maximum velocity results in a longer CP length
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Fig. 13 Overall throughput for various numbers of vehicles (600 bytes packet)

Fig. 14 End-to-end latency for various numbers of vehicles (300 bytes packet)

since NSVC requires a Long-type CC to elect the CH. The results of the measurement
show that the average CP length is between 10.2 and 10.7 ms. Compared to MOBIC
and LID, which use a fixed CP length of 30 ms, NSVC can maintain a longer data
transmission duration in a beacon interval.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the overall throughput when the vehicles transmit
a 600 bytes packet. The overall throughput is higher than that of the 300 bytes case
since the increase in packet size implies fewer overhead for packet exchange. However,
in this case, the number of transmitted packets can slightly decrease due to the limited
length of BI. Similarly to the 300 bytes case, when the number of vehicles is 50,
NSCV shows results that are 11.95 and 13.71 % higher than those of MOBIC and
LID, respectively.
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Fig. 15 End-to-end latency for various numbers of vehicles (600 bytes packet)

Figure 14 shows the average end-to-end latency for various numbers of vehicles
with a 300 bytes packet. We measure the average packet transmission time between
CH and CM within a cluster and set the maximum velocity to 50 km/h. In the figure,
the end-to-end latency is affected by the number of vehicles since the dense traffic
environment can cause a long delay in the channel access. The NSVC exhibits better
performance than the others because it can transmit more packets in a BI. When the
number of vehicles is 50, the end-to end latency of NSVC is shorter by 24.8 and 37.3%
than those of MOBIC and LID, respectively. Figure 15 shows the average end-to-end
latency when the vehicles transmit 600 bytes packets. Similarly to the 300 bytes case,
NSVC exhibits a shorter end-to-end latency than the others. The end-to-end latency
increases when the packet size is large as a result of the increase in transmission time.
NSCV thus spends 8.58 % longer time for one packet transmission than the average
of the case with 300 bytes.

Figure 16 shows the emergency message latency for various numbers of vehicles.
In this experiment, we set the number of vehicles and the maximum velocity to 50 and
50 km/h, respectively. When the number of vehicles is small (i.e., below 8), NSVC
with CSMA shows a slightly shorter end-to-end latency due to the low contention level
while NSVC with classified transmission scheduling (CTS) shows a relatively high
latency due to the overhead of HPDP duration used in the CTS mechanism. However,
when the number of vehicles with emergency message is more than 10, NSVC with
CTS shows a better latency performance since NSVC with CSMA suffers from a long
channel access delay under a high contention.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a neighbor stability-basedVANETclustering (abbreviatedNSVC).
To achieve reliable V2X communications, NSVC provides two mechanisms, i.e.,
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Fig. 16 Latency for various numbers of vehicles with emergency message

neighbor stability-based clustering and classified transmission scheduling mecha-
nisms. The former minimizes the number of changes in the topology and the delay in
the cluster formation, for which it takes into account the rate of change for the number
of neighbors for the clustering decision and the CH election. The latter supports a fast
transmission for emergency messages, such as an eCall, using polling-based chan-
nel access. The performance was evaluated by conducting simulations with various
traffic scenarios on a 4 × 4 grid type of a two-lane traffic road. As verified with the
simulations, NSVC achieves a substantial improvement in performance in terms of
the CH lifetime, the number of topology changes, the overall network throughput, the
end-to-end latency, and the emergency message latency.
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